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Abstract The ubiquitous adoption of WiFi introduces

large diversity in types of application requirements and

topological characteristics. Consequently, considerable

attention is being devoted to making WiFi networks con-

trollable without compromising their scalability. However,

the main MAC protocol of WiFi, distributed coordination

function (DCF), is a contention-based protocol using ran-

dom backoff. Thus, operating under DCF, the access of

channel is hard to control and nonpredictable. In order to

provide controllability of channel access in WiFi, we

propose Rhythm, a MAC protocol that achieves scheduled

WiFi efficiently using distributed contention. By achieving

scheduled WiFi, channel access can be controlled by

manipulating the schedule decision. We evaluate the per-

formance of Rhythm through analysis, experiments, and

case-studies.
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1 Introduction

WiFi has become de-facto ‘‘zeroth’’-mile connectivity in a

wide-range of Internet settings. The global growth of number

of WiFi hotspots in 2014 and 2015 was 80 and 107 %

respectively [1]. High data-rate achievability, cheap deploy-

ability, and near-universal availability on mobile devices have

all contributed to its tremendous ubiquity. WiFi is routinely

used today in many environments such as homes, multi-

dwelling units (MDUs), public hot spots, enterprise networks,

high-density office buildings, and even transport vehicles.

These environments exhibit diversity both in terms of service

requirements and topological characteristics.

In order to fulfill the diversity of service requirements,

researchers are devoting considerable attention to improving

WiFi network controllability without compromising its

essential scalability. WiFi controllers that centralize the

management of access points (APs) within an enterprise

network may be the simplest example of such efforts.

Functionalities such as radio resource management, wireless

policy management, and authentication services are moved

to the central controller [2, 3]. The WiFi radio resource

management (RRM) specifications (IEEE 802.11k) provide

a range of enhancements to higher layers for radio and net-

work measurements that can in turn be used for adjusting

parameters such as operation channel and transmit power [4].

The OpenRadio initiative aims to apply the software defined

networking (SDN) approach to wireless networks in general,

and can be specifically applied to WiFi [5].

A common theme among the above strategies is to enable

better controllability of WiFi networks to adapt them to

specific requirements, but at the same time ensure that the

scalability of operations is retained. This is achieved by

restricting the controllability only to macro-level system-

wide parameters, such as authentication settings and channel
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assignments. Thus, the controllability level these strategies

can provide is limited, and these strategies cannot provide

control to detailed behavior of channel access, such as the

transmit order of each node in the network.

The difficulty of controlling the detailed behavior of

channel access of WiFi networks lies in the media access

control (MAC) protocol used by WiFi. The MAC protocol

used by most WiFi networks is a distributed MAC proto-

col, distributed coordination function (DCF). A distributed

MAC protocol has many benefits, including low com-

plexity, scalability, and robustness to dynamic traffic loads.

However, it is not controllable, non-predictable, and its

efficiency decreases as contention levels increase. Some

approaches improve efficiency by optimizing the con-

tention window of DCF [6, 7]. However, without a cen-

tralized control, the improvement is limited.

While distributed MAC protocols are less controllable

and often have low efficiency, centralized MAC protocols

[8] are more controllable and enable cooperation among

networks. However, such approaches require microsecond-

level time synchronization, which is not practical in many

situations [9]. They also introduce high protocol overhead

when collecting micro-level network-wide information

such as the queue status of clients (e.g., the polling

mechanism in the 802.11 PCF [10]).

Thus, this paper focuses on how to enable the control-

lability of WiFi networks (in the micro-level of MAC)

without compromising their scalability. To achieve this

goal, we introduce a MAC protocol called ‘‘Rhythm’’.

Specifically, Rhythm furnishes all nodes in WiFi networks

with a target schedule that has been determined by a

central entity. The target schedule represents the control

decision for the WiFi networks. The nodes in the networks

then operate in a purely distributed fashion to meet the

target schedule. That is, once the nodes get the target

schedule, they transmit in the order indicated by the target

schedule without further help from the central entity. We

refer to such a network behavior as ‘‘scheduled WiFi.’’

Rhythm is a good tradeoff between a full distribute pro-

tocol and a full centralized protocol. Rhythm allows a

central entity to define a target schedule to control media

access of WiFi networks, while allowing nodes to have

minor deviations to the target schedule.

The specific contributions of our work are listed below:

– We present Rhythm, a solution for scheduled WiFi. We

show that Rhythm enables scheduledWiFi subject to the

constraints of (i) no requirement of extra time synchro-

nization, (ii) no additional ‘‘active listening’’ time, (iii)

no need for gathering the queue status from clients, and

(iv) no additional hardware; and with the properties of

(i) low overhead, (ii) work conservation in the presence

of non-backlogged nodes, (iii) robustness to partial

connectivity scenarios, and (iv) backward compatibility

with non-Rhythm nodes in the environment.

– We evaluate the performance of Rhythm using simula-

tions and real-time experiments carried out in a software

defined radio platform: the Wireless Open-Access

Research Platform (WARP) [11]. We then show how a

scheduled WiFi paradigm enabled by Rhythm can then

be used to solve a variety of medium access problems by

simply solving them as a centralized scheduling prob-

lems and furnishing the resultant schedule to Rhythm.

We demonstrate this in the context of several problems

including (i) efficient high-density WiFi deployments,

(ii) power saving with more precise sleep patterns, (iii)

quality of service with weighted fairness, and (iv)

protocol-aware medium access control.

This paper is not the first to introduce the notion of scheduled

WiFi. AMACprotocol, Domino [9], is perhaps closest to the

approach used in this paper and best exemplifies an approach

to achieving a schedule without microsecond-level time

synchronization. We detail the differences between Rhythm

and Domino later in the paper and compare their perfor-

mance. Briefly, Rhythm is more practical when dealing with

dynamic traffic load in WiFi networks. It does not change

WiFi frame formats, and requires much less protocol over-

head, enhancing performance and fairness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2

presents the background, problem definition, and related

works. Section 3 presents the design of the Rhythm solu-

tion. Section 4 evaluates Rhythm using WARP test bed and

simulations. Section 5 present case studies, and Sect. 6

concludes the paper.

2 Background, problem, related work

2.1 Background: medium access control of WiFi

The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies two medium access

control (MAC) protocols: a contention based distributed

coordination function (DCF) and a polling based point

coordination function (PCF).

PCF is a fully centralized mechanism where AP polls

each node in the network for it to transmit packets. PCF

can only be operated under infrastructure mode, where all

nodes are connected to an access point (AP). Channel

access is centrally controlled by an AP, which keeps

polling nodes in the network to figure out if they have

packets to transmit. Although PCF can provide a central

control of a WiFi network, there are two major drawbacks:

(i) PCF mode can only operate when there is only one AP.

Repeated collisions can happen if there are multiple APs

operating PCF in vicinity [10], which is a common
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situation due to the ubiquity of WiFi. (ii)The polling

mechanism generates large protocol overhead. It is espe-

cially inefficient when the number of non-backlogged

nodes is large. Due to these drawbacks, most WiFi net-

works operate the other MAC protocol-DCF.

The DCF mode of IEEE 802.11 is a Carrier-Sense

Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)

MAC protocol [10]. Nodes (including AP) contend for

channel access independently using distributed operations.

Figure 1 shows the timeline of a transmission in DCF

mode. Before transmitting, a transmitter node (Tx in Fig. 1)

listens to the channel to determine if there are other nodes

transmitting. If the channel is busy, the transmitter node

defers until the channel becomes idle. If the channel is idle

for a specific duration [i.e., the DCF Interframe Space

(DIFS)], the transmitter node infers the channel to be idle

and randomly selects a backoff number in [0,cw], where

cw is the contention window. The goal of random selection

is to avoid collisions when multiple nodes in the network

want to transmit. Then, the transmitter node counts down

the backoff number in terms of backoff slots. The trans-

mitter node still listens to the channel while counting down

the backoff number. If the channel becomes busy before

the backoff timer expires, the transmitter node freezes its

current backoff number and defers until the channel

becomes idle again. Otherwise, if the channel is still idle

when the backoff number becomes zero (i.e. backoff timer

expires), the transmitter transmits a DATA packet. If the

DATA packet is successfully received by the receiver node

(Rx in Fig. 1), the receiver node sends back an ACK packet

after a duration of short interframe space (SIFS). The

reception of the ACK packet helps the transmitter node to

confirm the success of the transmission. Otherwise, if the

transmitter node does not receive an ACK packet, it will

double the value of cw and carry out a re-transmission. If

the new value of cw exceeds cw max, which is the max-

imum value of cw, cw max will be used. The value of cw

will be reset to cw min, which is the minimum value of

cw, after a successful transmission. Failures of transmis-

sions can be caused by collisions and interference. Colli-

sions happen if nodes in the same collision domain happen

to have the same backoff value at the same time, or are not

able to hear each other. The latter situation is generally

referred to as the hidden terminal problem.

An optional mechan ism of DCF mode, exchanging

short control frames (RTS and CTS frames) before DATA

transmissions, can be used to decrease the probability and

impact of collisions. Before each DATA transmission, a

transmitter node sends a RTS packet to its receiver node.

The receiver node replies a CTS packet after it successfully

receives the RTS packet. After the exchange of these two

control packets, the channel is cleared and protected for the

transmission. Thus, RTS/CTS solves the hidden terminal

problems by claiming the channel usage before each

transmission. However, the extra control frames generate

large protocol overhead while providing small improve-

ment in most practical scenarios. Thus, RTS/CTS mecha-

nism is rarely being used in practice.

2.2 Problem statement

Let us consider multiple infrastructure WLANs, containing

n nodes, all using the same channel. In these WLANs, a

central controller communicates with all APs. Figure 2

shows the considered network topology. After gathering

network-wide information (only macro-level information

such as client lists from APs, not the queue status, are

gathered), the central controller determines a target

schedule S ¼ fs0; . . .; sk�1g, where si 2 N ¼ f0; . . .; n� 1g
indicates the scheduled node ID in position i (note that the

length of schedule k can be larger than the number of nodes

n if a node is scheduled multiple times). S is delivered to all

nodes through the APs. Figure 3 shows the system opera-

tion architecture. Given S, how can nodes in these networks

efficiently contend distributedly (without any other com-

munication with the central controller) to follow the

transmission order in S, with small protocol overhead and

consideration of practical scenarios?

At a high-level, Rhythm involves changes to the con-

tention mechanism in DCF. A Rhythm node listens to

ongoing transmissions and determines a virtual schedule

pointer within S. It then contends based on the relative

distance between the virtual pointer and its position

within S. The non-trivial aspects of the Rhythm solution

lie in how work conservation is achieved when it is in the

presence of non-backlogged nodes (Note that the queue

status is unknown to the central controller) and how

partial connectivity (i.e., hidden terminals) and other

practical challenges such as backward compatibility are

handled. In the following sections, we start with the

simplest scenario and consider each challenge gradually,

as listed in Table 1.

Fig. 1 Time line of a DCF

transmission
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2.3 Related work

2.3.1 Centralized control of WiFi networks

Many solutions have been proposed for centralized control

of WiFi networks. Interoperability between AP and WiFi

nodes has been proposed to perform RRM across APs from

multiple vendors (IEEE 802.11k [4]). WiFi controller

moves functionalities like RRM, mobility, wireless poli-

cies, QoS and authentication services to the central con-

troller [12]. Software Defined Networking (SDN) presents

a logically centralized software to separate network control

logic from physical switches and routers. This is another

move towards centralizing control of the network [13].

RFC 5412 [3], a draft of Light Weight Access Point pro-

tocol(LWAPP) has been submitted to the IETF for com-

munication between AP and the central controller. The

central controller makes network wide decisions like RRM

to provide dynamic channel assignment, dynamic transmit

power control, load balancing and authentication, mem-

bership services. Wireless vendors like Cisco, Ruckus have

proposed softwares and mechanisms (CAPWAP [2]) to

manage centralized WLAN. CloudMAC [14] proposes an

OpenFlow based MAC protocol in which all the processing

is performed in the cloud and the APs use DCF to contend

and transmit a packet. However, as mentioned in Sect. 1,

all these schemes, while still operating with the unpre-

dictable and hard-to-control DCF, can only provide macro-

level controllability. Rhythm is compatible with the system

architecture of these works, and provides a better level of

controllability for WiFi networks.

2.3.2 Centralized MAC protocols for WiFi networks

Centralized MAC protocols, such as Soft-TDMAC [8] and

PCF [10], may provide MAC level controllability. How-

ever, as mentioned above, PCF introduces impractical

protocol overhead when the number of non-backlogged

nodes is large. It also generates repeated collisions when

multiple APs are operating in vicinity, and thus is not a

good choice in most practical situations. Soft-TDMAC

makes nodes transmit control packets to maintain

microsecond-level time synchronization. Thus, scheduling

decisions can directly be applied to nodes (just like

TDMA). However, it requires tight time synchronization

for good efficiency, and this adds to the burden of the

network operations (note that Rhythm utilizes overheard

transmission to synchronize scheduling/contention; thus,

Rhythm is not affected by clock drifts. This is very dif-

ferent from the traditional synchronized CSMA or TDMA,

which is affected by clock drifts when requiring

microsecond-level accuracy). It also requires queue status

of nodes for scheduling. Thus, it either needs to assume

that nodes always transmit or incurs large overhead in

collecting queue status from all nodes.

2.3.3 Hybrid MAC protocols for WiFi networks

Some papers have employed protocols similar to Rhythm.

For example, CENTAUR [15] also utilizes the centralized

WiFi architecture for enhanced performance of WiFi. It

solves hidden terminal problems by separately scheduling

conflicting downlink transmissions. However, it only gives

Fig. 2 Considered network topology

Fig. 3 System operation architecture of Rhythm

Table 1 Rhythm algorithms
Section Algorithm Considered scenario

3.1 Rhythm-Base Fully connected topology, nodes are usually backlogged

3.2 Rhythm-Shrink Fully connected topology, having non-backlogged nodes

3.3 Rhythm-Clique Partially connected topology, having non-backlogged nodes

3.4 Rhythm Backward compatibility, other practical considerations
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control to downlink traffic, so it does not avoid hidden

terminal problems generated in uplink traffic. It also

improves throughput performance, but only in cases with

hidden/exposed terminal problems. Another protocol,

Chain [16] broadcasts order coordination (similar to the

target schedule) to achieve high channel utilization. How-

ever, it improves performance only when the traffic load is

high. In addition, it neither addresses hidden terminal

problems nor improves in downlink. Similar to Rhythm,

Domino [9] utilizes relative scheduling to avoid overhead

from tight time synchronization. While Domino provides

an efficient way of collecting the queue status from all

nodes, Rhythm provides a distributed adjustment mecha-

nism without having to collect the queue status. However,

as will be indicated in the evaluation section, Domino

generates extra protocol overhead and unfairness in certain

scenarios. In addition, it requires use of a special address

derived from Gold codes, which either limits the number of

nodes (127 in its evaluation) in a collision domain or

increases overhead by using larger signatures for

addressing.

3 Rhythm: scheduled-WiFi using distributed
contention

3.1 Baseline algorithm

In a scenario in which all nodes are in transmission range

of one another (i.e., a fully connected topology) and all

nodes are usually backlogged, if nodes are to follow the

target schedule, we introduce a logic concept: the virtual

schedule pointer.

3.1.1 Virtual schedule pointer

To follow a common schedule, nodes must be synchro-

nized. Although the most straightforward way is time

synchronization, fine-grained time synchronization can be

difficult, either requires extra hardware or is not scalable

[9]. Thus, Rhythm achieves scheduled WiFi by synchro-

nizing nodes in a ‘‘logical schedule position’’ in which each

node in the network maintains a virtual schedule pointer,

Pos, that points to the current logical position in the

schedule. If the values of Pos in all nodes are the same (i.e.,

they are synchronized), the nodes follow the target

schedule by adjusting the backoff number. For example,

let’s assume that three nodes X, Y, and Z and a target

schedule S ¼ fs0 ¼ X; s1 ¼ Y; s2 ¼ Zg (Fig. 4). Initially,

nodes do a random backoff (the same way as DCF), and

one node (assuming Y) wins the contention and transmits

successfully. After hearing the successful transmission of

Y, all nodes (including Y) update the virtual schedule

pointer to 1. Then, instead of continuing the random

backoff, Z sets its backoff number by calculating

D ¼ posðZÞ � Pos ¼ 2� 1 ¼ 1, where pos (Z) is the

scheduled position of Z. Since D ¼ 1, which means Z is the

first node after Y, Z sets backoff number to 0, which makes

it immediately transmit after Y. Generalizing this concept,

nodes use (ðD� 1Þmod k) as its backoff number, where

k is the length of S. Thus, X sets its backoff number to 1,

and Y sets its backoff number to 2. If Z transmits, X resets

its backoff number to 0 after overhearing the transmission

of Z (Pos ¼ 2, posðXÞ � Pos� 1 ¼ 0 mod 3). If Z does not

transmit, X starts transmission when its backoff timer

expires (X only waits 1 backoff slot). Such a mechanism

allows nodes to follow the target schedule without extra

time synchronization. Employing this mechanism, we

develop a baseline algorithm of Rhythm: Rhythm-Base.

3.1.2 Algorithm

We assume that target schedule S ¼ fs0; . . .; sk�1g is

known to all nodes in the network. All nodes maintain

synchronization state ST and record RC ¼ fr0 2
N
S
fColgg, where r0 represents the most recent trans-

mission, and Col represents a collision. Algorithm 1

illustrates position synchronization (UpdatePos) and

schedule matching (MatchSch) of Rhythm-Base. Initially,

every node does random backoff when RC is empty. Upon

a successful transmission, the nodes update Pos to a posi-

tion in S that matches RC. The update mechanism depends

on the current synchronization state ST, which has two

states: RAN and SYN. Figure 5 shows the state diagram of

ST.

If ST ¼¼ RAN, which indicates lack of synchronization

before this transmission, the nodes update Pos to the

smallest matched position in S. If ST ¼¼ SYN, nodes start

from previous Pos and update Pos to the nearest matched

position in S. After updating, each node sets the backoff

number to (ðD� 1Þmod k), where D ¼ posnearestðsself Þ �
Pos and posnearestðsself Þ is the nearest scheduled position of

each node. For example, in Fig. 6, node b has two sched-

uled positions, position 1 and j. The distance between Pos

and position j is j� Pos, which is smaller than the distance

between Pos and position 1, which is 1þ k � Pos (since

Fig. 4 An example of Virtual schedule pointer with three nodes
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position 1 in the current schedule cycle has already been

passed, we should use 1?k (the position 1 in the next

schedule cycle) for calculating D). Since position j is the

nearest scheduled position of node b, it is used to calculate

the backoff number.

If a collision occurs, all nodes observing the collision

reset ST to RAN and perform a random backoff, just as they

did in DCF. If a node hears a new transmission before the

backoff timer expires, it updates Pos and resets the backoff

number. Otherwise, when the backoff timer expires, the
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node transmits, records its own transmission, and updates

Pos.

Rhythm-Base is simple, proffers weighted fairness as

indicated in the target schedule, and yields near optimal

channel utilization: (i) It wastes only 1 backoff slot (9 ls in
802.11g) if a scheduled node does not transmit, (ii) it

causes no collisions when all nodes are synchronized, (iii)

it requires only one successful transmission for conver-

gence in Pos (matching transmissions to the smallest

position avoids ambiguity when some nodes are scheduled

multiple times). In addition, because of its fast-conver-

gence property, Rhythm-Base is robust against distur-

bances such as the packet error or loss of ACKs (both

recorded as Col). Note that although Rhythm utilizes

overheard transmissions, the active listening time is the

same as that of DCF.

3.1.3 Overhead estimation

The channel utilization can be expressed as:
Tu

TuþTo
¼ 1� To

TuþTo
, where Tu is the time utilized in suc-

cessfully sending data/ACK packets, and To is the over-

head: the time spending on collision, backoff, interframe

spacing (IFS), or control packets. There are two kinds of

overhead introduced when using Rhythm-Base:

– The overhead of broadcasting the target schedule:

Every node needs to know the target schedule S. S can

be placed into a beacon every few seconds. The

overhead for sending S is Os ¼ k�l
Rb�Tp

, where l is the

length of the MAC address (48 bits), k the schedule

length, Rb the sending rate of beacons, and Tp the

period of updating the target schedule. If Rb ¼ 6 Mbps,

k ¼ 100, and Tp ¼ 100 ms, the overhead of broadcast-

ing the target schedule is only Os ¼ 0:8%.

– The overhead of re-synchronization resulting from

packet error and collision: In 802.11 DCF, the main

cause of low channel utilization is collision. Assume

Pcol to be the probability of having a packet collision

when n nodes contend using DCF, and Perr to be the

packet error rate. The overhead caused by packet errors

and collisions in DCF is

Oe ¼ ð1� PcolÞPerr þ Pcol: ð1Þ

In Rhythm, one successful transmission can gain

synchronization and avoid collisions. Thus, the over-

head of re-synchronization is the expected number of

collisions before a successful transmission. The total

overhead is the multiplication of packet error rate and

the overhead of re-synchronization. Thus, the overhead

in Rhythm is:

Oe ¼ Perr � ð1� PcolÞð1þ Pcol � 2þ P2
col � 3þ � � �Þ

�Perr �
1

1� Pcol

:

ð2Þ

If Perr ¼ 1% and Pcol ¼ 15%, then Oe ¼ 15:85% in

DCF and Oe � 1:18% in Rhythm.

3.1.4 Limitations of the baseline algorithm

Although Rhythm-Base yields near optimal channel uti-

lization with low overhead, it cannot perform well in the

following situations:

– Non-backlogged nodes lead to inefficiency: In Rhythm-

Base, 1 backoff slot (9 ls) is wasted when a scheduled

node does not transmit. When many nodes are contin-

uously non-backlogged, the performance of Rhythm-

Base can be worse than that of DCF.

– Partial connectivity leads to a lack of information:

Rhythm-Base achieves position synchronization by

overhearing transmissions. Thus, if nodes are located

outside the transmission range of the other nodes (i.e.,

hidden terminals), they do not overhear transmissions,

and Rhythm-Base may not achieve position

synchronization.

In the following subsections, we propose mechanisms that

deal with these situations.

3.2 Work conservation with non-backlogged nodes

Non-backlogged nodes generate idle slots, leading to

inefficiency. One way to avoid this inefficiency is gathering

Fig. 5 State diagram of ST

Fig. 6 A general example of Virtual schedule pointer
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queue status from all nodes in the network, and send this

information to the central controller to change the target

schedule. However, this scheme generates extra overhead

for collecting the queue status of all nodes, and it also

requires small delay between central entity and APs, which

is not a practical assumption. Thus, we introduce a

Shrinking mechanism in Rhythm (Rhythm-Shrink), in

which nodes distributedly adjust the schedule without

queue status collection or communication with the central

controller.

3.2.1 Schedule shrinking for non-backlogged nodes

Each node maintains a non-backlogged record: If some

scheduled nodes do not transmit, they are deemed non-

backlogged. Non-backlogged nodes are ignored in backoff

calculation and schedule-matching algorithms; that is, the

schedule shrinks among these non-backlogged nodes.

Figure 7 shows an example of schedule shrinking. If there

are two nodes between the scheduled position of node b

and Pos recorded as non-backlogged, node b ignores them

when calculating the backoff number. Schedule shrinking

reduces idle slots and thus avoids the inefficiency caused

by non-backlogged nodes.

However, when these non-backlogged nodes receive

new packets, how do they get back on schedule? One

simple way is to generate a collision that stops schedule

shrinking. However, if 30 nodes are non-backlogged and

only one of them receives new packets, a collision and 29

idle slots (261 ls) is generated every time a node gets back

on schedule. Thus, we introduce an efficient insertion

mechanism that reinserts nodes on the schedule.

3.2.2 Mirrored collisions during insertions

If non-backlogged nodes exist, 1 backoff slot, referred to as

an insert slot, is left at the end of each schedule cycle for

these nodes to win the contention and start a transmission,

which stops schedule shrinking among the nodes. If only

one node is inserted, it is recorded as backlogged when its

transmission is heard. However, how can several non-

backlogged nodes be simultaneously inserted with only 1

backoff slot? We introduce ‘‘mirror insertion,’’ which

generates two customized collisions for efficiently insert-

ing multiple nodes simultaneously.

The main goal of mirror insertion is to determine an

instant insertion order at which point all inserting nodes

will be inserted so that no time is wasted waiting for non-

backlogged nodes that are not inserting. Figure 8 illustrates

the time line of mirror insertion. When nodes want to

insert, they transmit a packet of a special length (achieved

by packet splitting and aggregating) in the base rate. The

length is min pkt þ ðn� IÞ � d, where min pkt is a pre-

defined minimum packet size known by all nodes, d the

sum of the preamble transmission time and the transmis-

sion switching delay, and I the order of their first scheduled

position in S (for example, if S ¼ f0; 3; 1; 3; 2g, the order

of the first scheduled position is f0; 3; 1; 2g, and the insert

packet length is min pkt for node 2, min pkt þ 1� d for

node 1, min pkt þ 2� d for node 3, and min pkt þ 3� d
for node 0). When multiple nodes are inserted simultane-

ously, a collision occurs. Each inserting node records ki
(i 2 N), the time from the end of its transmission to the

time when the channel becomes idle. Then, each inserting

node transmits at EIFS� DIFSþ ki after the channel

becomes idle, creating a second collision, a ‘‘mirror

image’’ of the first. After the first collision, all inserting

nodes listen to the channel before transmitting. Since theFig. 7 An example of schedule shrinking for non-backlogged nodes

Fig. 8 Time line of mirror insertion
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start of each transmission is separated by at least d, each
node is able to hear the preambles of all prior transmissions

before starting its own. Each node then applies preamble

correlations to the heard signal and figures out how many

nodes start transmitting before it start to transmit during the

second collision. This transmission order determines the

insertion order for all inserting nodes. For example, in

Fig. 8, if S ¼ f0; 3; 1; 3; 2g, and node 0, 3, and 2 are

inserted simultaneously. Their transmissions, as illustrated

above, generates two mirrored collisions. In the second

collision, node 0 finds no preamble before it, thus transmits

just after the second collision; node 3 finds one preamble

before it, thus waits for 1 transmission after the second

collision; node 2 finds 2 preambles before it, thus waits for

2 transmissions after the second collisions. The insertion

order is f0; 3; 2g.
The key mechanism of mirror insertion is identifying

preambles in a collision using correlation. A preamble is a

pseudo-random sequence that can be identified using cor-

relation, even under high interference. Studies have proven

this mechanism valid with multiple random collided

packets [17]. Since mirror collision is designed in a way in

which preambles are separated in the integer number of d
(we use 26 ls when the preamble transmission time is

16 ls), its identification is even easier.

Mirror insertion does not require extra time synchro-

nization. As long as the preambles in the second collision

are separated far enough for identification, an insertion

order is determined. Since mirror collisions are two colli-

sions within EIFS, they are easily recognized, and are not

treated as normal collisions.

3.2.3 Algorithm

Algorithms 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the position synchroniza-

tion, schedule matching, and backoff calculation of

Rhythm with shrinking mechanism.

In Algorithm 2, mirror collision is recorded as M_Coll

in RC, and is treated differently from normal collision (line

2). The non-backlogged record is cleared when the trans-

mission of a node is heard (line 13) or when ST becomes

RAN (line 5).

When determining Pos in Algorithm 3, insertion is

recognized by transmissions from non-backlogged nodes or

mirror collisions (line 2), and Pos is set to k during the

insertion process (line 6). Nodes are recorded as non-

backlogged if the location of Pos ‘‘jump’’ among them,

which means that they didn’t transmit (lines 3–5, 13–15).

Algorithm 4 illustrates the backoff calculation of

Rhythm-Shrink. When a non-inserting node calculates the

backoff number, it skips non-backlogged nodes (line 13)

and adds an insert slot if required (lines 14, 15). Inserting

nodes schedule their transmission to the end of schedule

cycle (lines 5, 6). After creating mirror collisions, inserting

nodes learn the insertion order, continue counting the

insertion transmissions, and set up the backoff number

accordingly [line 8, (n_front_insert) is the number of

preamble the node found before it in the second collision of

the mirror collisions, and (n_insert) is the number of

insertion transmissions that already happened]. Since

Pos ¼ k during insertion, non-inserting nodes will continue

adding an extra backoff slot (lines 14, 15), and inserting

nodes win the contention after creating mirror collisions.

3.2.4 Overhead estimation

Mirror collisions result in the main protocol overhead of

the shrinking mechanism:

Omirr ¼
2� Tcol � PinsrtCol

Tinact
Tsch

l m
� Tsch

; ð3Þ

where Tcol ¼ Tmin pkt þ ðn� IavgÞ � d is the time spent in

each mirror collision, Iavg is the average minimum first

scheduled position of the insert nodes, PinsrtCol is the

probability of having more than two inserting nodes, Tinact
is the average period in which a node runs out of packets,

Tsch is the average period of the target schedule, and

Tmin pkt is the transmit time of a packet with size min pkt.

Tcol slightly increases as the number of node increases:

If Tmin pkt ¼ 52 ls, d ¼ 26 ls, n ¼ 50, Iavg ¼ 25,

PinsrtCol ¼ 1 and dTinact
Tsch

e � Tsch ¼ 50 ms, we have

Omirr ¼ 2:81%. If n ¼ 300, Iavg ¼ 150, and all other set-

tings the same, we have Omirr ¼ 15:81%. Compared to

40 %, which results from collisions when DCF is used with

n ¼ 300, this value is still reasonable. The traffic dynamic

and the schedule period also affect Omirr . If Tsch ¼ 200 ms

or Tinact ¼ 200 ms, Omirr ¼ 3:95% in the n ¼ 300 case.

In summary, the overhead grows only when the three

following conditions are satisfied: (i) the number of nodes

is large (Tcol is large), (ii) traffic is strongly dynamic (Tinact
is small), and (iii) the average schedule period is short (Tsch
is small). Because it is unlikely to have both short schedule

period and a large number of nodes, Rhythm provides

work-conserving with low protocol overhead in most

practical situations with various traffic loads.

3.3 Handling partial connectivity

Partial connectivity exists due to network topology or

obstacles in the environment. Since nodes cannot hear

each other when performing carrier sensing (i.e., hidden

terminals), repetitive collisions can happen, which

decrease the channel utilization. It is claimed in [18] that
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‘‘co-channel interference from hidden terminals is likely

the dominate cause of interference.’’ In order to solve the

hidden terminal problem, a mechanism, exchanging RTS/

CTS before data transmissions, is proposed. However,

RTS/CTS generates considerable protocol overhead while

providing small improvement over regular DCF. Hence,

instead of transmitting RTS/CTS, we introduce a clique

mechanism in Rhythm (Rhythm-Clique) to deal with this

problem.

3.3.1 Separation and connection

The main concept of the clique mechanism is separating

nodes that cannot overhear each other into different

groups. Nodes inside the same group overhear each

other. Thus, each group can operate Rhythm-Shrink by

itself. Then, we use nodes that can hear different groups

to connect groups. We illustrate this concept using an

example in Fig. 9(a), where nodes 1 and 2 cannot hear

each other. The target schedule separates the two nodes

and connect them using node 0: S ¼ f0; 2; 2; 0; 1; 1g. The
start and end positions of each group are the positions of

the adjoining connecting nodes. For example,

Fig. 9(b) shows the start and end positions of each node.

When Pos points to positions inside a group (referred to

as active positions of this group), nodes in the group

operate Rhythm-Shrink. Otherwise, they set up a long

backoff. Specifically, the operation in the three node net-

work will be: After the first successful transmission of node

0, since all node can hear node 0, all nodes set Pos ¼ 0.

Node 1 sets up a long backoff and node 2 transmits twice.

Then, node 0 transmits again, which makes all nodes

update Pos ¼ 3. Node 2 sets up a long backoff and node 1

transmits twice. Then, node 0 transmits and all nodes

update Pos ¼ 0 again. Repeatedly, the nodes follow the

schedule even when they cannot overhear each other.

Based on this concept, we describe the clique mechanism

below.
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3.3.2 Cliques and bridges

The clique mechanism involves a target schedule that

separates nodes that cannot overhear each other into dif-

ferent portions, or cliques, of the schedule (all nodes inside

a clique overhear each other) and places ‘‘bridges’’ to

connect the cliques. The start and end positions of a clique

are the positions of the adjoining bridges, which define the

active positions of a clique. The active positions of a node

is the union of active positions of the cliques it belongs to.

Bridges belongs to the cliques scheduled beside it. Fig-

ure 9(c) shows a schedule with five bridges, B31, B1, B2,

B2b, B3b, three cliques, C1, C2, C3, and the start/end posi-

tions of them.

To trigger Pos updates, bridges should always transmit,

and the transmissions of bridges must be heard by their

adjoining cliques. Accordingly, bridges can be set up in

three ways:

(i) Using a node that hears both cliques: A node that

hears both cliques can act as a bridge connecting

them. For example, in Fig. 9(a) node 0 and node 1

forms a clique, and node 0 and node 2 forms

another clique. Since node 0 can hear both cliques,

it can act as a bridge for the two cliques. The

clique structure of this situation is similar to the

portion contains C3, B31, and C1 in Fig. 9(c)

(ii) Using nodes from both cliques that hear each

other: consider a topology shown in Fig. 9(d),

node 0 and node 1 form a clique, and node 2 and

node 3 form a clique. There is no common node

of the two cliques. However, since node 0 and

node 2 can hear each other, they can together

operate as bridges for the two cliques. The clique

structure of this situation is similar to the portion

contains C1, B1, B2, and C2 in Fig. 9(c); after the

transmission in C1, B1 transmits. This transmis-

sion triggers the Pos update of C1 and B2. Thus,

nodes in C1 set up long backoff, and B2

transmits. The transmission of B2 then triggers

the Pos update of nodes in C2, which stop the

long backoff and start to transmit.

(iii) Using nodes from both cliques that can commu-

nicate with each other using the backbone: Some

nodes can communicate using a backbone con-

nection (such as APs). Again consider a topology

shown in Fig. 9(d), where node 0 and node 1 form

a clique, and node 2 and node 3 form a clique. If

node 1 and node 3 are APs, they can work as

bridges for the two cliques through backbone

communications. The clique structure of this

situation is similar to the portion contains C2,

B2b, B3b, and C3 in Fig. 9(c); after the transmission

in C2, B2b transmits. When B2b transmits, it sends

a packet containing the transmission time of its

wireless transmission to B3b through the back-

bone. Based on information carried in this packet,

B3b learns the end time of transmission of B2b, and

transmits to trigger the Pos update in C3.

We can extend the concept of the clique mechanism to

scheduling multiple cliques that do not interfere with each

other in parallel. For example, in Fig. 9(e), if C1 and C2

don’t interfere each other, they can be scheduled in par-

allel. The transmission of B3 triggers Pos updates of nodes

in C1 and C2, and nodes in C3 wait until both B1 and B2

finish transmissions.
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3.3.3 Algorithm

Assume that the conflict graph of WLANs is known by the

central controller (the conflict graph of WLANs can be

generated by an online passive interference estimation, PIE

[19]. We will give more illustrations in Sect. 3.3.4). The

controller designs the target schedule S with cliques and

bridges (each client belongs to at least one clique formed

by its AP and itself). Since bridges always need to transmit,

only APs are selected as bridges. If a bridge runs out of

data packets, it transmits a CTS-to-Self with NAV ¼ 0.

The first position s0 is always a bridge. After separating

nodes into Cliques, the schedule is re-weighted depending

on the requirement. S with information about the cliques

and bridges is then delivered to all nodes.

Algorithms 5, 6, and 7 illustrate the position synchro-

nization, schedule matching, and backoff calculation of

Rhythm with clique mechanism. In Algorithm 5, all nodes

(except s0) set a long backoff time initially (lines 2–8). s0
starts the first transmission, and nodes update Pos when
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they overhear transmissions. If Pos belongs to its active

positions, a node operates as Rhythm-Shrink (lines 22, 23).

Otherwise, it sets a long backoff time and wait for Pos

being trigger to its active positions (line 25). In Algorithm

6, each clique does insertion independently. That is, nodes

maintain a non-backlogged record only for nodes in the

clique they belong to. In addition, an insert slot is added at

the end of each clique (line 6). In Algorithm 7, inserting

nodes set up its scheduled position to the end of its clique

(line 6).

3.3.4 Overhead estimation

Rhythm-Clique contains three major protocol overheads:

(i) Broadcasting extra information and dynamically

generating conflict graphs: Similar to broadcast-

ing S, broadcasting additional information about

cliques and bridges result in little overhead. For

generating conflict graphs dynamically, we can

utilize PIE [19], which is an online passive

interference estimation for WLANs. PIE, which

has very low overhead, fast convergence time, and

fine-grained interference estimation, can handle

mobile clients at walking speed (0.25 m/s).

(ii) Transmitting CTS-to-self packets: The overhead

of transmitting CTS-to-self packets is

OB ¼ PAP � nB � CTS

Tsch
¼ PAP � nB � CTS

k � Tt
; ð4Þ

where nB is the number of bridges, PAP the

probability that a bridge (which is also an AP)

runs out of packets, CTS the transmission time of a

CTS packet, Tt the average transmission time of a

packet, and Tsch the average period of the schedule

cycle. Typically, because the downlink traffic is

heavy [15], PAP is small, thus this overhead is

Fig. 9 Example schedules and

topologies of the clique

mechanism. a A topology

example containing 3 nodes.

b Schedule of three nodes.

c Different bridges. d A

topology example containing 4

nodes. e Parallel cliques
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small. Even if PAP is 1, since the number of nodes

is usually much higher than the number of APs,

OB is small since k� n[ [ nAP � nB and

Tt [ [CTS. Consider k ¼ 30, nB ¼ 2, OB ¼
0:99% even when PAP ¼ 1.

(iii) Backbone transmission delay between bridges:

The overhead introduced by delay in the backbone

is:

Od ¼
d � nBd

Tsch
¼ d � nBd

k � Tt
; ð5Þ

where d is the average delay between two bridges,

Tsch the average period of the schedule cycle, Tt
the average transmission time of a packet, and nBd
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the number of bridges that communicate through

the backbone. Similar to previous discussion, the

overhead is small since k[ [ nB � nBd. Consider

k ¼ 30 and nBd ¼ 2, Od ¼ 9:17%, even when

d ¼ 0:5 ms (the average delay d between two APs

with one switch is 0.1 ms with a standard devia-

tion of 0.09 ms [20]).

To conclude, there are 3 situations that are not suitable for

Rhythm: (i) high mobility that impact the estimation of

conflict graph, (ii) low AP traffic load together with low

node density that increases the overhead of transmitting

CTS-to-self packets, and (iii) high backbone delay together

with low AP density that barriers need to communicate

using backbone. In many practical situations, WiFi net-

works usually have high AP traffic load and small back-

bone delay between neighboring APs. Thus, Rhythm-

Clique provides an efficient solution to deal with hidden

terminal problems for these situations.

3.4 Other challenges and considerations

3.4.1 Implementation of system architecture

The system architecture of WiFi networks operating

Rhythm contains a central controller that periodically

communicates with these networks as shown in Fig. 2. The

central controller can be a WiFi controller or a server set up

in the cloud. As shown in Fig. 3, WiFi network informa-

tion, such as the conflict graph and the client list, are

periodically sent to the central controller. The conflict

graph can be obtained by using PIE [19] (as illustrated in

Sect. 3.4.4), and the client list can be monitored by each
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AP. Protocols such as CAPWAP [2] and LWAPP [3] allow

APs to communicate with a central controller. Based on the

collected information, the central controller determines the

target schedule S with cliques and bridges, and delivers it

to all nodes through APs.

3.4.2 Backward compatibility

Rhythm is backward compatible with legacy WiFi. The

operation of Rhythm and non-Rhythm WiFi nodes can be

separated into different time duration using network allo-

cation vectors (NAVs) (which is similar to how PCF/DCF

coexist), as shown in Fig. 10. At the end of each schedule

cycle, all bridges, one after another (following the order

indicated in S), transmit a special packet. This packet

contains NAV ¼ P, where P is the estimated transmission

time of all Rhythm nodes. Since the union of transmission

range of all barriers covers the whole network, all non-

Rhythm nodes will receive at least one of the special

packet, and set up NAV until all Rhythm nodes finish

transmission. While non-Rhythm nodes set up NAV ¼ P,

Rhythm nodes recognize the special packet and ignore the

NAV.

3.4.3 Schedule updates and membership changes

The update of S is indicated by a sequence number carried in

ACK sent by AP (ACK contains four unused bits [10]). If

nodes receive or overhear a new sequence number, they

switch to using non-Rhythm duration until they receive or

overhear the new S from AP. When a node wishes to join a

network, it first tries to overhear S from the APs, and then

uses the non-Rhythmperiod for registration.APsmaintains a

member list and periodically sent back to the central con-

troller for updating S. Note that since Rhythm automatically

shrinks the schedule, a delay in updating the target schedule

does not decrease reduce channel utilization. Also, new

nodes can use non-Rhythm duration before being scheduled.

3.4.4 Scheduling decision

Currently, the central controller simply uses greedy algo-

rithms to locate cliques in the conflict graph and places all

nodes on the target schedule. However, since Rhythm

actually controls relative scheduling and weighted fairness,

with more intelligent scheduling decisions, it is possible for

Rhythm to solve other MAC issues, such as QoS, energy-

efficient, and higher layer traffic aware scheduling. We will

show simple case studies of how Rhythm can help on other

MAC issues in Sect. 5.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental results carried

out using WARP, and use ns2 simulations to evaluate

each mechanism in Rhythm. Then, we compare Rhythm

to a closed related work, Domino [9]. Table 2 shows the

simulation parameters, which follows 802.11g.

4.1 WARP experiments

We implement Rhythm in a software-defined radio plat-

form: the Wireless Open-Access Research Platform

(WARP) v3 [11]. Figure 11 shows one of the WARP v3

boards we used. We set up a fully connected topology (all

nodes can hear each other) in a typical indoor environ-

ment with three WARP nodes, one that acts as an AP, and

the other two that act as clients, Fig. 12 shows the net-

work topology of our experiment. The three WARP nodes

operate in 5.18 GHz with 54 Mbps data transmission rate.

Iperf is used to generate UDP traffic with frame size

1500 byte. Table 3 shows the throughput of each link

(two uplinks and two downlinks) from the experimental

evaluation. Rhythm produces a throughput which is 95 %

of the theoretical optimal (36 Mbps) and better fairness

than DCF (the target schedule S is: {AP, client1, AP,

client2}). Figure 13 shows the correlation results of two

Fig. 10 Time line of Rhythm nodes operating with non-Rhythm nodes
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colliding packets. It can be observed that the preambles

can be easily detected in collisions. Although there are

only three nodes in the topology, the experimental

implementation proves that: (i) The time synchronization

level required by 802.11 standard is sufficient for

Rhythm. (ii) The basic mechanism of Rhythm works well

in real experiments. Given the limited number of hard-

ware, the throughput difference between Rhythm and

DCF is not large. In scenarios with more nodes in the

following sections, large improvement will occur. We

consider these experimental results as a proof of concept

and evaluate the performance of Rhythm in more com-

plicated situations using ns-2 simulations.

4.2 Baseline algorithm

Figure 14 shows the time usage (channel utilization) of

Rhythm in a topology with 20 nodes containing 2 APs (all

nodes are backlogged and the topology is fully connected).

As expected, Rhythm spends almost no time in collision or

Table 3 Throughput (Mbps)

Link number Rhythm DCF

1 9.00 6.62

2 8.18 8.98

3 9.00 6.62

4 8.18 9.00

Total 34.36 31.22

Fig. 12 Experimental topology

Fig. 13 Correlation results of preamble detection of colliding packets

Fig. 11 Wireless open-access research platform

Table 2 ns2 parameters
Parameter Value

Frame size 1500 byte

Basic transmission

rate

6 Mbps

Data transmission

rate

54 Mbps

Slot time 9 ls

SIFS 10 ls

DIFS 28 ls

d 26 ls
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backoff idle, and the small portion of idle time results from

Interframe Space (IFS), which is an unavoidable protocol

overhead, yielding channel utilization of almost 90 %.

Compared to DCF, Rhythm leads to 20 % improvement in

channel utilization.

4.3 Shrinking mechanism

We examine the shrinking mechanism of Rhythm using

fully-connected topologies and a variety of traffic. We

present the performance of Rhythm-Base at determining

the effect of the shrinking mechanism in a topology with 50

nodes containing 2 APs. The two APs are always back-

logged, and the clients are randomly backlogged periodi-

cally during a certain percentage of time. In Fig. 15, while

the channel utilization of Rhythm-Base decreases as the

average backlogged time decreases, Rhythm maintains

channel utilization.

4.4 Clique mechanism

To examine the performance of the clique mechanism of

Rhythm, we design various topologies and traffic loads.

Since the overhead of the mechanism is not obvious

when the number of nodes is large, we decrease the number

of nodes to 30. First, we set two APs in the center act as

bridges and change the locations of the clients to create

hidden terminals. All nodes are continuously backlogged.

Figure 16(a), (b) show channel utilization and fairness

under varied percentages of nodes suffering from hidden

terminal problems. Since hidden terminal nodes get less

chance to transmit than the other nodes, both throughput

and fairness decreases in DCF [The small increase in

fairness of DCF with RTS/CTS is due to poor throughput

among almost all nodes, which can be indicated by the

drop of channel utilization in Fig. 16(a)]. With the clique

mechanism, Rhythm yields near optimal channel utiliza-

tion and fairness, as indicated in the target schedule.

Next, we examine the overhead of transmitting CTS-to-

self packets. In Rhythm, Barriers always transmit to trigger

Pos update. If there is no data packet, they transmit CTS-to-

self with NAV=0. These extra control packets increase the

overhead, and the channel utilization decreases when the

active time of Barriers decrease. Thus, we change the

backlogged time percentage of the two APs. As shown in

Fig. 16(c), since n ¼ 30[ [ nBarr ¼ 2, the overhead is

small even when the backlogged percentage of APs is 0 %.

Finally, we estimate the overhead caused by backbone

delays. When barriers need to communicate through

backbone, the delay in backbone can introduce an extra

idle time between the two transmission of these barriers.

Thus, we separate the two APs and ensure that they cannot

hear each other and communicate through the backbone,

and change the average delay in the backbone. As shown in

Fig. 16(d), channel utilization decreases by 9 % when the

average backbone delay reaches 0.5 ms, which agrees with

our overhead estimation.

4.5 Comparison with Domino

We compare the performance of Rhythm with closely-re-

lated Domino [9]. Since the WiFi backoff timer duration is

‘‘lazily calculated’’ in ns-3 [21], we evaluate Rhythm using

ns-2. However, as simulation of Domino is available in only

ns-3, we implement Rhythm-Base (representing Rhythm) in

ns-3 and compare it to Domino in a fully connected topology

(no hidden terminal and no exposed terminal) with all nodes

continuously backlogged.

Similar to Rhythm, Domino [9] triggers the next

transmission by overheard transmissions (the batch

design in Domino is similar to the clique mechanism in

Rhythm). While the target schedule in Rhythm is a high-Fig. 15 Examination of the shrinking mechanism

Fig. 14 Time usage of Rhythm
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level transmission order in which nodes have a certain

degree of distributed adjustment (e.g., the shrinking

mechanism), the schedule in Domino is an exact trans-

mission schedule that nodes always follow. Thus,

Domino needs to collect the queue status from all nodes

and generates a schedule based on the queue status.

Since the queue status collection generates certain

overheads, shown in Fig. 17, the throughput of Domino

is lower, and its channel utilization is 76 % while that of

Rhythm can reach 88 %. Nevertheless, since Domino

generates a schedule based on the queue status, the

schedule can be biased to flows with a larger queue size,

especially when the batch size is large (i.e., it schedules

all packets for flows with a smaller queue size and thus

extra slots for flows with a larger queue size). Therefore,

as indicated in Fig. 18, when certain flows have a

smaller queue size, Domino does not ensure as much

fairness as Rhythm.

Fig. 17 Throughput in fully connected topologies

Fig. 18 Fairness when certain flows have a smaller queue size

Fig. 16 Examination of the

clique mechanism. a Channel

utilization with hidden

terminals. b Fairness with

hidden terminals. c Channel

utilization with non-backlogged

bridges. d Channel utilization

with backbone transmission

delay
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5 Case-studies for applying Rhythm

In this section, we identify 4 scenarios where the imple-

mentation of Rhythm provides significant performance

improvement.

5.1 Efficient high-density WiFi deployments

As the number of WiFi nodes increases, the overall

throughput decreases due to collisions. Wireless node

manufacturers like Cisco-Meraki [22] and Ruckus [23]

have new designs for APs to handle high density WiFi

networks. They utilize beamforming techniques, central-

ized channel allocation, load balancing and interference-

mitigation techniques to improve channel utilization. These

techniques require new hardware and careful deployment

of APs.

Rhythm can help improve the channel utilization in

high density WiFi without the requirement of new

hardware and the deployment effort. We carry out ns-2

simulations to evaluate the performance of Rhythm. The

central controller fairly schedules each node in the net-

work. Figure 19 shows the channel utilization of

Rhythm, DCF, and DCF with RTS/CTS in a topology

where different number of nodes randomly deployed in a

500m� 500m area. Two APs locates in the center

portion and can be heard by all nodes. All the clients has

random traffic, while the two APs are always back-

logged. As shown in Fig. 19, since Rhythm greatly

reduces collisions and contentions by following the target

schedule, it achieves good channel utilization even when

the number of nodes is as large as 300. This results also

evaluate the overhead of mirror insertions (Eq. 3). Ini-

tially, the channel utilization of Rhythm slightly

decreases since Tcol slightly increases as the number of

nodes increases, which increases the overhead of mirror

insertions. However, since Tsch and Tinact also increase as

the number of nodes increases, this decrease slows down.

Finally, Rhythm achieves over 200 % improvement in

channel utilization when the number of nodes reaches

300.

5.2 Power-saving with precise sleep patterns

In order to save power, WiFi nodes can be put to sleep,

and many protocols have been proposed to make nodes

efficiently sleep and listen when idle [24–27]. Although

WiFi nodes can go to sleep when there is no packet to

transmit, nodes need to keep listening to the channel for

contention when there are packets in the queue. Table 4

shows the average power consumption of a WiFi interface

[28]. Since receiving (i.e., listening) consume rather large

power, power consumption when nodes are contending is

huge.

Rhythm can decrease the power consumption of con-

tending. Since nodes transmit following a target sched-

ule, the time before its next transmission can be

estimated. Thus, nodes can go to sleep even when there

are packets in the queue. If the estimation is too large,

and nodes find themselves being passed after sleeping, it

can insert in the end of its clique. We evaluate the power

saving potential of Rhythm using ns-2 simulations under

a simple scenario where nodes always transmit. The

power consumption parameters are in Table 4, and the

transition of operation mode (e.g., receive to sleep or

sleep to receive) wastes 50 mJ each time. Since nodes

always transmit, it is easy to estimate the next transmit

time after transmission. Thus, nodes go to sleep after

transmission, and wake up 1 transmission time prior to

its transmission for updating Pos, and transmit again.

Figure 20(a) shows the power consumption of each

operation per node when operating Rhythm, DCF, and

DCF with RTS/CTS. Although Rhythm spends more

power on transition from receive to sleep and from sleep

to receive, the saved power on receive is tremendous.

Figure 20(b) shows the total power consumption per

node of each protocol. It shows that more than 50 % of

power is saved when using Rhythm. This indicates a

promising direction of further power saving for WiFi

nodes when operating Rhythm.

Fig. 19 Densely deployed WiFi network

Table 4 Average power consumption of Nokia N810

Operating mode Average power (mW)

Idle 884

Receive 1181

Transmit 1258

Sleep 42
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Fig. 20 Energy Efficiency of

Rhythm. a Detail. b Total

energy

Fig. 21 Weighted fairness of Rhythm. a Fairness index. b Throughput per node. c Shortterm fairness
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5.3 Quality of service with weighted fairness

Weighted fairness for quality of service is an important

requirement for many applications. Since DCF can not

provide weighted fairness, mechanisms that focus on sup-

porting weighted fairness in WiFi networks has been pro-

posed ([29, 30]).

The schedule driven property of Rhythm makes it easy

to achieve weighted fairness in WiFi networks. The

central controller designs the target schedule based on the

required weight, and nodes get the required weight simply

by operating Rhythm. We use ns-2 simulation to evaluate

the ability of Rhythm to provide weighted fairness. In a

topology with 20 nodes containing 2 APs, we randomly

assign schedule weights to each node and calculate the

weighted Jain’s fairness index (i.e., the throughput of

each node is divided by its weight, and then used for

calculating Jain’s fairness index). Figure 21(a) shows that

Rhythm produces correct weighted fairness. We further

set up a specific target schedule to evaluate the short term

fairness. The target schedule has 4 nodes with weight 4, 8

nodes with weight 2, and 8 nodes with weight 1. Fig-

ure 21(b) shows the average throughput of each node, and

the required weight is being followed in average. Fig-

ure 21(c) further shows the average time between each

transmissions for each node, which indicates the short

term weighted fairness. The average time is also inversely

proportional to the weight. This shows that it is possible

to give a fine-grained weighted fairness by operating

Rhythm.

5.4 TCP-aware channel allocation

The sending rate of TCP relies on the feedback of TCP

ACK. Thus, improper MAC decision can lead to

unfairness between TCP flows. In WiFi networks, DCF

roughly gives equal transmission probability to each node

(not flow). Thus, TCP flows can suffer severe unfairness

in certain situations. For example, consider a network

Fig. 22 Protocol awareness of Rhythm. a Aggregate throughput. b TCP fairness. c Throughput for each flow
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with one AP and 10 nodes, each has a TCP uplink flow.

While all nodes have the same access rate, AP needs to

send TCP ACK to 10 nodes. Since AP cannot send back

ACKs to all nodes efficiently, nodes receiving ACK

earlier will generate higher TCP sending rate than the

node receiving ACK later, which leads to unfairness.

Thus, protocols that try to optimize TCP performance

from MAC layer have been proposed in different net-

works ([31, 32]).

Rhythm can solve this unfairness problem by adjusting

the target schedule. Given the current number of TCP

flows in the network, the central controller schedule

nodes based on the number of flows they contain. We

use ns-2 simulations to evaluate the ability of Rhythm to

provide fairness for TCP flows. We set up a topology

with two APs and different number of TCP uplink flows.

Figure 22(a), (b) show the aggregate throughput and

Jain’s fairness index under different number of TCP

flows. Since TCP ACK can come back to the clients in

time, Rhythm achieves great fairness with higher aggre-

gate throughput than DCF and DCF with RTS/CTS.

Figure 22(c) shows a detailed look at a scenario with 26

flows. The throughput across flows varies from 0 to

2.5 Mbps under DCF, while flows have the same

throughput under Rhythm.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented Rhythm, a MAC protocol under a

theme of enabling WiFi network controllability without

compromising its scalability. We show that Rhythm

enables the controllability of WiFi subject to the con-

straints of (i) no extra time synchronization, (ii) no addi-

tional ‘‘active listening’’ time, (iii) no need for gathering

the queue status from clients, and (iv) no additional hard-

ware; and with the properties of (i) low overhead, (ii) work

conservation in the presence of non-backlogged nodes, (iii)

robustness to partial connectivity scenarios, and (iv)

backward compatibility with non-Rhythm nodes in the

environment. We show that Rhythm provides near optimal

channel utilization (200 % improvement in high-density

deployment) and weighted fairness under various traffic

loads and connectivity scenarios through simulations and

WARP experiments. By providing controllability of WiFi

networks, Rhythm can solve other MAC issues by

scheduling.
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